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CHNET-TANDEM 2017-2019 sezioni MIB, LNS-UniSS, PV, RM3
Tecniche Analitiche Non Distruttive per l’archEoMetria

The idea behind the experiment called CHNET_TANDEM is to implement, develop, optimize
non-destructive and non-invasive analysis techniques to be used in the archaeometric field for the
elemental characterization of finds for Italian Cultural Heritage. Funded and supported by
INFN CSNV and Cultural Heritage NET of INFN, LENA, RIKEN-RAL (ISIS-STFC)

PGNAA

Both techniques are based on the detection of  prompt electromagnetic radiation emissions
in the first case of  atomic (muonic) type, in the second of  nuclear type.

CHNET_TANDEM: Research and development of non-destructive analytical techniques

PORT4 RIKEN-RAL@ISIS-STFC TRIGA MARK II @ LENA (UNIPV) 

Muonic Atom X Rays Spectroscopy (MAXRS)



Muonic Atom X-Rays Spectroscopy (MAXRS) 
This technique consist in the sample exposure to a collimated muon beam (at the ISIS

Muon source @Rutherford Appleton Laboratory) and the detection of characteristic X-rays emitted
following the implantation/formation of muonic atoms inside the target.

- High energy characteritics X-rays 10 keV to 10 MeV 
observable from outside of sample - No need of vacuum 
-> applicable to matrices and several shapes; 

- Applicable to every element from (Li to U) 
simultaneous multi-elemental

- Possibility to perform depth profile by changing
muon beam momentum/energy, Site selective, 
3D mapping

- No sampling - Non-destructive techniques
pratically no activation

18,7 keV Kα Li

6070 keV Kα Th



Negative Muon and Muonic Atom
This technique involves samples exposure to a collimated muon beam (at the ISIS Muon Source @Rutherford Appleton
Laboratory) and characteristic X-rays detection, emitted following the formation/Implatation of muonic atoms inside the
sample.

Muonic atom formation step Processes involved

Negative muon

electron

Nucleus Z

Nucleus (Z-1)

Characteristic
muonic X-Rays

Prompt
Gamma Ray

• Muonic Atom formation: muon capture
in atomic muonic orbital

• Muonic Cascading process: emission of high 
energy characteristic muonic X-Rays

• Natural decay/muon capture
by nucleus with Prompt 

Gamma Ray emission



Muonic X-rays: RIKEN-RAL facility (UK)

                           

                      ISIS Facility at RAL

Advantages:
Pulsed muon beams
� Very good S/N ratio for delayed events.

ISIS repetition rate is 50 Hz!
� Higher is better for X-ray measurements.

+
+/–

+/–

800 MeV proton
 (50Hz, 200 �A, double 70ns pulse)
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Muon Physics 

 

Interaction of µµµµ!!!!’s with matter 
        
The muons whose lifetime we measure necessarily interact with matter. Negative muons 
that stop in the scintillator can bind to the scintillator's carbon and hydrogen nuclei in 
much the same way as electrons do. Since the muon is not an electron, the Pauli 
exclusion principle does not prevent it from occupying an atomic orbital already filled 
with electrons. Such bound negative muons can then interact with protons 
 

µ! + p " n + #µ 
 
before they spontaneously decay. Since there are now two ways for a negative muon to 
disappear, the effective lifetime of negative muons in matter is somewhat less than the 
lifetime of positively charged muons, which do not have this second interaction 
mechanism. Experimental evidence for this effect is shown in figure 3 where 
“disintegration” curves for positive and negative muons in aluminum are shown. (See 
Rossi, 1952)  The abscissa is the time interval t between the arrival of a muon in the 
aluminum target and its decay. The ordinate, plotted logarithmically, is the number of 
muons greater than the corresponding abscissa. These curves have the same meaning as 
curves representing the survival population of radioactive substances. The slope of the 
curve is a measure of the effective lifetime of the decaying substance. The muon lifetime 
we measure with this instrument is an average over both charge species so the mean 
lifetime of the detected muons will be somewhat less than the free space value 

$µ = 2.19703 ± 0.00004 µsec.  
 
The probability for nuclear absorption of a stopped negative muon by one of the 
scintillator nuclei is proportional to Z4, where Z is the atomic number of the nucleus 
[Rossi, 1952]. A stopped muon captured in an atomic orbital will make transitions down 
to the K-shell on a time scale short compared to its time for spontaneous decay 
[Wheeler]. Its Bohr radius is roughly 200 times smaller than that for an electron due to its 
much larger mass, increasing its probability for being found in the nucleus. From our 
knowledge of hydrogenic wavefunctions, the probability density for the bound muon to 
be found inside the nucleus is proportional to Z3. Once inside the nucleus, a muon’s 
probability for encountering a proton is proportional to the number of protons there and 
so scales like Z. The net effect is for the overall absorption probability to scale like Z4. 
Again, this effect is relevant only for negatively charged muons. 
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Muon Physics 

 

 

Introduction 
 
The muon is one of nature’s fundamental “building blocks of matter” and acts in many 
ways as if it were an unstable heavy electron, for reasons no one fully understands.  
Discovered in 1937 by C.W. Anderson and S.H. Neddermeyer when they exposed a 
cloud chamber to cosmic rays, its finite lifetime was first demonstrated in 1941 by F. 
Rasetti. The instrument described in this manual permits you to measure the charge 
averaged mean muon lifetime in plastic scintillator, to measure the relative flux of muons 
as a function of height above sea-level and to demonstrate the time dilation effect of 
special relativity. The instrument also provides a source of genuinely random numbers 
that can be used for experimental tests of standard probability distributions. 

 
 
Our Muon Source 
 

The top of earth's atmosphere is bombarded by a flux of high energy charged particles 
produced in other parts of the universe by mechanisms that are not yet fully understood.  
The composition of these "primary cosmic rays" is somewhat energy dependent but a 
useful approximation is that 98% of these particles are protons or heavier nuclei and 2% 
are electrons. Of the protons and nuclei, about 87% are protons, 12% helium nuclei and 
the balance are still heavier nuclei that are the end products of stellar nucleosynthesis. 
See Simpson in the reference section for more details. 
 
The primary cosmic rays collide with the nuclei of air molecules and produce a shower of 
particles that include protons, neutrons, pions (both charged and neutral), kaons, photons, 
electrons and positrons. These secondary particles then undergo electromagnetic and 
nuclear interactions to produce yet additional particles in a cascade process. Figure 1 
indicates the general idea.  Of particular interest is the fate of the charged pions produced 
in the cascade. Some of these will interact via the strong force with air molecule nuclei 
but others will spontaneously decay (indicated by the arrow) via the weak force into a 
muon plus a neutrino or antineutrino: 
 
 

!+ " µ+ #µ 

!$" µ$ #µ 
 
 
The muon does not interact with matter via the strong force but only through the weak 
and electromagnetic forces. It travels a relatively long instance while losing its kinetic 
energy and decays by the weak force into an electron plus a neutrino and antineutrino. 
We will detect the decays of some of the muons produced in the cascade. (Our detection 
efficiency for the neutrinos and antineutrinos is utterly negligible.) 
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Muonic X-rays: PORT4 ISIS STFC facility (ex- RIKEN-RAL )

Thanks to K. Ishida (RIKEN)

Beam Structure@ PORT4 ISIS Muon source
8 x 104 muons /sec @60 MeV/c 

70  ns
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Muon Spectroscopy setup@ RALSet-up of Exp. 1720283 @PORT4 ISIS MUON SOURCE 

Ge X-ray detector
0.1-10 MeV

µ- beam

Low Energy 
Ge X-ray detector

High Energy Ge X-ray 
Detector 0.1-10 MeV

Medium Energy 
Ge X-ray detector

Modified Fast preamplifier
Ge X-ray detector

Scintillating Fibers
SiPM Hodoscope

RUN October 2017
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Spettroscopia Muonica: Attività 2017-2018 presso il RAL

Spin-off  dell’Esperimento FAMU CSNIII (raggio di Zeemach del protone tramite spettroscopia laser del µp spokeperson A. Vacchi)

RUN “FAMU” marzo 2017:
- RUN Esperimento FAMU (sono stati testati Odoscopio e Rivelatori al Germanio in vista del RUN di TANDEM)

RUN “TANDEM” ottobre 2017: 
- Odoscopio: monitor del fascio e “posizionamento” dei campioni
- Germanio con pre-amplificatore “custom”, per misure spettroscopia X
- Irraggiamento di targhette di materiali certificati 
- Irraggiamento di un campione multistrato per effettuare lo scan del momento 

RUN “TANDEM” giugno-luglio 2018: 
- Irraggiamento prolungato di 4 frammenti di Navicelle Nuragiche
- Implementazione di un nuovo sistema di acquisizione dati DT5780 (Multicanale/Digitizer)

RUN “TANDEM” giugno 2019: 
- Test beam per misure reperti archeologici "navicelle Nuragiche»

RUN Ottobre 2020: 
- Irraggiamento Moneta Portoghese del XVIII sec intercomparison IAEA
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Hodoscope Performances at RiKEN/RAL  

Pulsed high intensity muon beam (~70 muons/fiber/70 ns) A typical run at 60 MeV/c: 8x104 μ-/sec

• The system is based on 2 different hodoscopes Fiducial area is 3.2 x 3.2 cm2 (10 x 10 cm2) (one with 1 mm and one with 3
mm pitch) with similar design

• Mechanics is realized with a 3-D printer
• 2 X/Y Bicron BCF12 square single clad scintillating fiber planes (32+32 channels) read by 3x3 mm2 (or 1x1 mm2)
Hamamatsu (Advansid) SiPM

• EMA coating (Al film wrapping) for 1 mm (3 mm) fibers to avoid light cross-talk
• Both have electronics based on CAEN V1742 FADC (waveform → peak, area, time) and common HV for a fiber plane ( Vbrk
in a large SiPM sample is very similar )

• Measure X/Y profile and monitor beam intensity

The beam has a 1.10 (0.98) cm r.m.s in x(y) coordinates

RUN October 2017



SiPM-Scintillating Fibers Hodoscopes: october 2017 

Use of scintillating optic fiber sensors read with SiPM for positioning the sample by measuring the 
muons flux before and after the sample, allowed us to optimize its position with respect to the center 
of the beam;
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TRIM simulation of a MultilAyered sample: october 2017 
Material Thickness

(mm)

PTFE 1,2
Aluminum 0,25
Silicon 0,3
Tin 0,5

Iron 0,5

Copper 0,8
Zinc 1,0

Silver 0,25
Tantalum 0,25
Gold 0,3

Muon Range Muon Range Muon Range

Muon RangeMuon RangeMuon Range
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Multi-Layered sample Results october 2017  

X-Rays Intensity
(counts)

Muon Beam Momentum
(MeV/c )

Material Layer

0.294
0.364

0.588

0.975

1.530

2.255

2.759

3.658
3.129Thickness

(g/cm2)
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Multi-Layered sample Results october 2017  
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p: Muon Beam Momentum
MeV/c

(σp/p)~4%

Best fit with gaussian curve of the normalyzed intensity of muonic X-rays distributions

Optimization of Beam momentum

Thickness g/cm2
0.294

0.364

0.588 0.975 1.530 2.255 2.759 3.658

3.129
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June-July 2018: implementation of  new DAQ DT5780 CAEN

Dual Digitizer Multi Channel Analyzer - Desktop

The DT5780 is a compact desktop system integrating 2
Independent 16k Digital MCA and featuring HV/Preamp
capabilities for digital nuclear Spectroscopy. 2x 100
MS/s 16-bit waveform digitizer (based on 724 series)

Operating modes:
• “Pulse Height Analysis”: pulse height histogram (1k-2k-4k-8k-16k) built at software level
• “List”: pulse height and time stamp for each event:10 ns resolution
• “Oscilloscope”: input and internal filters waveforms
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June-July 2018: implementation of  new DAQ DT5780 CAEN

1173 - 1163 keV from 
62Ni 

511 keV annichilation e+-e-

muon capture reaction
63Cu + u-> 62Ni + n + gamma.

interaction of n-Ge (n, n ') (~700keV) 

1345keV from 64Ni 
65Cu+u->64Ni+n+gamma14-18 settembre 2020 SIF2020 M. Clemenza 21



June-July 2018: Calibration Curves

“Reference” Materials:

Silver 99.95

Cu99.9

Al 99.999

Al77.9SiC17.8Cu3.3Mg1.0

Fe65Cr18Ni10Mo3

Fe54Ni29Co17

Carbon 99.95

Cu55/Ni45

Cu63/Zn37 

Cu62/Ni18/Zn20

Zn99.95Sn98.8

Ag72/Cu28

Cu94/Sn 6 

“N. of values” for 
Calibration curve

Cu: 

99.9-94-63-62-55-28-3.3 

Ni: 45-29-18-10

Zn: 99.95-37-20

Sn: 98.8 – 6

Ag: 99.95-72

Al: 99.995-77.9
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Elemental Characterization of Nuragic Bronze Age Votive Ships: June-July 2018

Questo sistema di misura è stato utilizzato per l’analisi approfondita di 4 reperti archeologici (frammenti
di navicelle in bronzo votive di età nuragica ) che hanno portato all’evidenza dell’utilizzo del piombo
come addittivo nella lega di Rame e stagno soprattutto in alcune particolari zone di giunzione (prua della
navicella).

Test with “real” 
Archeological samples
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Elemental Characterization of Nuragic Bronze Age Votive Ships: June 2019

Test beam per misure reperti archeologici "Navicelle Nuragiche" (lucerne a olio)
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Museo Archeologico Nazionale di Firenze: 
2 navicelle nuragiche in bronzo 

«Tomba delle tre navicelle» a Vetulonia (GR)



Elemental Characterization of Nuragic Bronze Age Votive Ships: June 2019

Test beam per misure reperti archeologici "navicelle Nuragiche" 

n.	inv:	6779n.	inv:	6780
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Museo Archeologico Nazionale di Firenze



Summary of features and drawbacks

Muonic atom X-rays spectroscopy has proved to be:

- a non-invasive, simoultaneous multielemental analytical technique

- High energy characteristic X-rays emission (small auto absorption also for low Z
elements) potentially applicable for all elements (from Li to U) without vacuum system

- Depth (site) selective (easy muon beam momentum scan) possibility to perform depth
profile elemental characterization (3D mapping)

- Very high specifity (energy and temporal signatures) and negligible radioactivation

- Complementary technique to other non-invasive analytical techniques for bulk (PGNAA) 
or surface analysis (XRF)

Drawbacks:

- Poor sensitivity (only major elements)

- Long counting/irradiation time (12-18 h to reach sensitivity to 0,5% m/m !!!)

- Very low solid angle coverage (caused by detector pile-up)



Current experimental Setup

Limitations:
Detector Solid Angle

Data Rate

Squeezed into port 4

Results in:
Long counting times

Loss of sensitivity

Time consuming setup
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Ge X-ray detector
0.1-10 MeV

µ- beam

Low Energy 
Ge X-ray detector

High Energy Ge X-ray 
Detector 0.1-10 MeV

Medium Energy 
Ge X-ray detector

Modified Fast preamplifier
Ge X-ray detector

Scintillating Fibers
SiPM Hodoscope



A Possible Solution

By Shantonu Biswas

New set-up like “*AGATA experiment”:

Pixelated Ge detectors

Ge crystals are tapered hexaconical shape 
electronically into 36 segments

Possible design 
upstream and downstream banks
gives open access for large cultural 
heritage samples 
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*The Advanced GAmma Tracking Array (AGATA) is a European gamma-ray spectrometer used for nuclear structure
studies



Spettroscopia muonica: Prospettive future
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- RUN Ottobre 2020: Irraggiamento Moneta Portoghese del XVIII sec inter-comparison IAEA nuclear techniques

- PhD Novembre 2020: co-finanziato da RIKEN-RAL e  DFO-UNIMIB 



A Possible solution

Move to Port 114-18 settembre 2020 SIF2020 M. Clemenza 36



Grazie per l’attenzione
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Progetto TANDEM: Tecniche Analitiche Non Distruttive per l’archEoMetria

L’idea che sta alla base del progetto TANDEM è quella di implementare, sviluppare e ottimizzare 
tecniche di analisi da utilizzarsi in ambito archeometrico per la caratterizzazione di manufatti

Tecniche consolidate 

Tecniche da sviluppare  

TIMS

INAA

Spettroscopia X Muonica

GPNAA

Non distruttive

Distruttive/(micro)invasive

CHNET_TANDEM
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June-July 2018: implementation of  new DAQ DT5780 CAEN

Energy spectrum and Time distribution
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40
18 dicembre 2018

Research and development of analytical techniques
CHNET_TANDEM experiment: X rays spectroscopy with Muonic Atoms

Collaboration: 
INFN-MIB – LNS- UNISS- UNIPV-
LENA – ISIS-RIKEN_RAL

Non-destructive elemental analysis by X-ray spectroscopy of Muonic Atoms

PORT4 RIKEN-RAL@ISIS

Surface and bulk elemental
characterization without activation!!

Depth of Implantation as a 
function of muon beam

moment/energy

CHNET: CULTURAL HERITAGE INFN NET 

Cumulative mass thickness (g/cm2)

Muon Momentum

(MeV/c)


